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Energy and climate quiz – Part 1

According to the World Economic Forum, the biggest global risk is:
•
•
•

Fiscal/finance crisis
Social instability / terrorism
Climate change

The Paris Agreement:
•
•
•

It´s a new scenario for all economics and social actors, including firms
Just an agreement without real implications for firms
Solves by itself the climate change problem

The main driver for companies to change their climate change policies is:
•
•
•

Pressure from institutional investors
Public regulations/policies
Pressure from environmental NGOs
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Climate change: A reality

Climate Change is a reality that does not
admitted any doubts

Global temperatures have been rising systematically since 1880, reaching nine of
the ten warmest years since we have records after 2000
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Climate change is a reality with a major economic and social impact

Economic Impact of Climate Change on The World

Climate change has negative impact on GDP, specially on LDCs
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Environmental impact: biodiversity loss

Climate change affects ecosystems and
species due to their limited ability to
adapt…
•

The abundance of vertebrate species, based on
assessed populations, fell by nearly a third on
average between 1970 and 2006, and continues
to fall globally, with especially severe declines in
the tropics and among freshwater species.

•

Globally by the year 2080, about 20% of coastal
wetlands could be lost due to sea-level rise.

•

There is a high risk of dramatic biodiversity loss
and accompanying degradation of a broad
range of ecosystem services if ecosystems are
pushed beyond certain thresholds or tipping
points.

Climate change alone is expected to threaten with extinction approximately one
quarter or more of all species by 2050,…
…surpassing even habitat loss as the biggest threat to life on land
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Climate change side effects lead the ranking of risks in terms of likelihood and impact
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Climate change as a security threat

Climate is right up there as a factor that could destabilize
the world
"Climate change is also a security
threat because it can really change
also the conditions for where people
live, create new migrant and refugee
crises and scarce resources, water,
can fuel new conflicts. So climate
change is also about preventing
conflicts and creating more stability
and prosperity, which is good for
peace and stability."
NATO Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg, June 2016

Climate change is an underlying consideration in the security calculus of unstable
and increasingly aggressive countries
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Migratory impact: Climate refugees

Climate change has "dragging" effects in all the other causes of migration and
displacement movements…
Displacements associated
with disasters in 2015

Climate change itself and their effects on other migratory causes are creating
climate refugees
Source: iDMC, Global report on internal displacement, 2016
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Air pollution causes 7-8 millions of premature deaths per year globally

In the EU, it causes 400.000 premature deaths per year
www.iberdrola.com
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A global agreement about Climate Change. COP21 Paris Agreement

Top – Down
United Nations

• Maximum temperature increase: 2ºC ( 1,5oC)

• All countries will refer contributions
• 2023 global balance (facilitator dialogue 2018)

• Ambition revision every 5 years: upward
2oC Objective

Transparency and
reporting for
generating
confidence

Bottom - Up
Nationally
Determined
Contributions
(NDCs)
99% of emissions covered

• Important requirements: Reporting and Transparency
• Emission reduction transfer and mechanism for mitigation
and sustainable development (open door to CO2 markets)

Parties
• Objective: At least USD 100 billion for climate finance

The stablished procedures are binding, but the specific national objectives and
the mechanisms for achieving them are set on a country basis
www.iberdrola.com
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Paris Agreement & “state of art” in main economic sectors

Energy sector

↑ Network
↑ Renewable energy
↓ Fossil fuels

ELECTRIFICATION

 Towards an efficient and decarbonized
model (450 ppm scenario )

 Potential energy price increase due to
environmental cost internalization

Financial sector

Transport

 Challenge for the economics of the energy
model: funding capital intensive assets

 Lagging target fulfillment: no contribution
to RES or CO2 (no level playing field);
emissions limits?

 Exposure of financial sector to energy
stranded assets
 Natural and Climate risk (WEF)

 Insurance sector impact

 Challenge of making compatible universal
access goal (SDGs) with 2oC target
 R&D
 “Stranded assets” risk on the 2oC scenario *
 88% untapped coal reserves
 52% untapped natural gas reserves

 Local contamination problem
 Need of important transformations in the
future:
↑ Alternatives to fossil fuels
(electrification, hydrogen, biofuels…)
↑ Energy efficiency
↑ R&D

Construction

Industry

 Energy efficiency: building sector, H & C
(50% consumption UE from 75% fossil)

 Energy efficiency (competitiveness driver)

 Adaptation infrastructures

 Supply with no emissions
 Global competitive concerns due to CO2

 35% untapped oil reserves
 Paradigm change: peak oil vs abundant and
cheap

Agriculture, Forestry…
 Challenge for agriculture and farming
 Land and forestry use role

Other
 Cooperative approaches (ITMOs, MDS,
“capacity building”…)
 Information systems, platforms…

* Nature magazine. “The geographical distribution of fossil fuels unused when limiting global warming to 2 °C” January 2015.
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El Acuerdo de París: elementos básicos, valoración e implicaciones para el
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Some consequences from the Paris Agreement

Lima

What does a below 2oC world mean?
Changes in strategies assessment

• Vulnerabilities and risks:
• Risks arisen from climate change
• Risk in terms of fulfilment of the goals
• Capital markets are adopting positions:
• “Stranded assets”
• Bank of England: insurance
• Draghi and the Board on systemic risk
• Sovereign Funds selling off participations in oil and
coal industry
• Letter CEO BlackRock*
• JPMorgan stops funding new coal mines (08/03/2016)
• Rating Agencies
• Institutions (e.g. G20 y AIE) against subsidies
• Risk in terms of image (personal, corporate, country)
• Growing importance of disclosure

Paris

Climate change as a risk

* http://www.businessinsider.com/blackrock-ceo-larry-fink-letter-to-sp-500-ceos-2016-2
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There is still a long way to walk…
Global primary energy demand and related CO2 emissions by scenario

Source: IEA, Energy and Climate Change: World Energy Outlook Special report, 2015
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Energy and climate quiz – Part 1

According to the World Economic Forum, the biggest global risk is:
•
•
•

Fiscal/finance crisis
Social instability / terrorism
Climate change

The Paris Agreement:
•
•
•

It´s a new scenario for all economics and social actors, including firms
Just an agreement without real implications for firms
Solves by itself the climate change problem

The main driver for companies to change their climate change policies is:
•
•
•

Pressure from institutional investors
Public regulations/policies
Pressure from environmental NGOs
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Energy and climate quiz – Part 2

The biggest potential to cut down CO2 emissions within the energy sector are:
•
•
•

Renewable energies
Energy efficiency
Nuclear and natural gas generation

The biggest potential to improve energy efficiency lies in the:
•
•
•

Electricity sector
Transport and buildings
Agriculture and forestry

Renewable energies (wind and PV) compared to conventional technologies are:
•
•
•

50% more expensive
20% more expensive
Fully competitive

Who said that? Wind farms are a disaster for the environment. They kill the birds.
They are very expensive in terms of energy. They are made in China
www.iberdrola.com
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Current energy model has been the main driver for climate change
GHG Emission share by economic sector - World
2010

Primary energy demand by fuel in
the New Policies Scenario

Residential
5.1%
Commercial
2.0%

Agriculture
12.1%

Waste Others
3.4% 0,3%

Power Generation
29,3%

Industry
20,4%

Other Energy
Industries
11,1%
Transport
16.3%

Source: IEA, World Energy Outlook, 2015

Source: -1- Figure SPM.2, Figure 7.3 and 7.4 (Power generation and Other Energy Industries), Figure 8.1
(Transport), Figure 9.1 (Residential and Commercial), Table 10.2 (Industry and waste) and particular sector chapters
of Climate Change 2014. Mitigation of Climate Change. Working group III Contribution to the Fifth Assessment
Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change; IPCC, 2014

80% of global energy consumption comes from fossil fuels
Renewable energies have been increasing its share, but they still have a
small role in the global mix
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Air pollution is basically caused by the energy sector

Particulate matter is the most dangerous pollutant for human health
www.iberdrola.com
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Business models and technology solutions are available to meet goals (I)

“The two largest contributions to cumulative emissions reductions from the 6 oC scenario to the 2oC
scenario over the period 2015-50 come from end-use fuel and electricity efficiency (38%) and
renewables (32%)”

Global CO2 reductions by technology area, 2013-50

Source: ETP 2016. IEA

Electrification through clean technologies is key for the solution
(…and helping rest)
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Business models and technology solutions are available to meet goals (II)

“Achieving the magnitude of cuts in GHG emissions needed to realize the 2DS requires
major action on both the supply side and the demand side in broadly equal measure”

Global cumulative CO2 reductions in the 2DS compared
with the 6DS by sector, 2013-50

Source: ETP 2016. IEA

Nevertheless the 2DS requires emissions reductions from all sectors, power
sector will remain as the main contributor to the fulfill of the 2oC target
www.iberdrola.com
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Extract from Michael Liebreich presentation, BNEF Summit
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Energy and climate quiz – Part 2

The biggest potential to cut down CO2 emissions within the energy sector are:
•
•
•

Renewable energies
Energy efficiency
Nuclear and natural gas generation

The biggest potential to improve energy efficiency lies in the:
•
•
•

Electricity sector
Transport and buildings
Agriculture and forestry

Renewable energies (wind and PV) compared to conventional technologies are:
•
•
•

50% more expensive
20% more expensive
Fully competitive

Who said that? Wind farms are a disaster for the environment. They kill the birds.
They are very expensive in terms of energy. They are made in China. Donald Trump
www.iberdrola.com
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Energy and climate quiz – Part 3

Current average CO2 price worldwide is:
•
•
•

6 € Tn CO2
15 € Tn CO2
- 15 € Tn CO2

The current main barrier to clean energy investment is:
•
•
•

Lack of finance
Lack of clear and stable policies
Technological risk

RES support schemes, when needed, have to be paid:
•
•
•

Consumers of the sector where RES are developed (electricity)
Public Budget
All energy consumers

Energy transition needed to achieve the Paris agreement objectives:
•
•
•

It’s a miracle
It’s possible buy difficult
It’s on track

The most important actors to meet the Paris Agreement objectives are:
•
•
•

Firms
Governments
Citizens
www.iberdrola.com
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6 key elements to achieve climate goals

Ambitious
goals

Stable
framework
for
investments

Burden
sharing

CO2 pricing

(all sectors)

Efficiency
and
emissions
standards

www.iberdrola.com

R&D

PPPs
Awareness
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Economic signals – CO2 pricing vs fossil fuel subsidies
Energy-related CO2 emissions, carbon pricing mechanism and fossil fuel subsidies in selected regions, 2014

Source: IEA, Energy and Climate Change: World Energy Outlook Special report, 2015

“Great disparity between regions but on average global price is closer to negative 15 $ per ton”
Source: Wagner & Weitzman. Climate Shock. P. 49
www.iberdrola.com
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Economic signals – CO2 pricing in Transport and Electricity

Unlike diffuse sectors, electricity prices include CO2 and RES cost
Electricity
Less polluting

Diesel
Most CO2 emissions intensive

CO2 (is on ETS)
Other costs
(includes RES and
Network use)

Other taxes

Other costs (RES)
Other taxes

VAT

VAT

Price

Price

Technologies and consumers do not receive the right price signals
Distorted price signals promote the most polluting technologies
www.iberdrola.com
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What does the solution involve?
The fight against climate change requires a change of our consumption
model and our life style…
Governments

Companies

Citizens

NGOs

Set ambitious goals and put in place policies

Provide business solutions aligned with climate goals: increase low-carbon investment,
more far-reaching R+D+I plans…

Change in behavior and life style: transport modes; consumption patterns…

Push for ambitious approach through action campaigns, case examples, participation in
the formal process of UNFCCC…
•

Cities

•

Set stringent environmental policies and standards: restricted traffic areas, congestion
tolls…
Develop local action: Transport modes, energy efficiency, sustainable infrastructures,
increase their adaptation efforts…

… and the only way to make it come true is to achieve a responsible
engagement of everyone
www.iberdrola.com
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Energy and climate quiz – Part 3

Current average CO2 price worldwide is:
•
•
•

6 € Tn CO2
15 € Tn CO2
- 15 € Tn CO2

The current main barrier to clean energy investment is:
•
•
•

Lack of finance
Lack of clear and stable policies
Technological risk

RES support schemes, when needed, have to be paid:
•
•
•

Consumers of the sector where RES are developed (electricity)
Public Budget
All energy consumers

Energy transition needed to achieve the Paris agreement objectives:
•
•
•

It’s a miracle
It’s possible buy difficult
It’s on track

The most important actors to meet the Paris Agreement objectives are:
•
•
•

Firms
Governments
Citizens
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Conclusions


Climate change is a reality, and it’s one of the most important problems of the
world: it has severe impacts on the economy, the environment, health, national security,
crop productivity, migrations…



The Paris agreement is an important milestone! However, everything needs to be
done…The contributions made by countries are clearly insufficient



It has important implications for the whole economy



Air quality causes great costs and huge number of premature deaths around the
globe, but lacks of global governance approach



The energy sector is the main cause of these problems so it needs to be deeply
changed: there are two main lines of action: RES (in the power sector) and energy
efficiency (transport and buildings). Both lines lead to a process of electrification of the
whole economy



Urgent action is needed: in air quality because of its heavy current effects, in climate
change because the lock-in risks. To tackle these problems at the same time is a
necessity; it has co-benefits (efficiency, REs) and co-costs (diesel, bioenergy).
Combined approach is therefore needed

www.iberdrola.com
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Conclusions


Power sector is beginning to change: 1) clean policies and 2) clean energies are
becoming more and more competitive, specially wind and PV. They are the future of the
power sector



Transport and buildings faces big sustainability challenges and need a big
transformation: efficiency and electrification



The energy transition needs strong policies and a strong carbon price signal is a
key element: it gives the right signal to invest in clean technologies and energy efficiency,
and it can generate funds needed to finance clean energy policies, both in industrialized
and developing countries. It s important that affects to all emitters, applying the
“polluter pays” principle



But complementary policies are needed: standards, traffic restrictions, R+D+I policies,
information and awareness programs



Effective climate action requires a change of our consumption model and our life
style. The only way to make it come true is to achieve a responsible engagement of all
economics and social actors (governments, firms, cities, and citizens)
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Thank you very much
for your attention
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